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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
What is the SLAA? 

 
1.1 The Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SLAA) is a key part of the 

evidence base to determine the supply of sites in Surrey Heath to meet 
housing, employment, and other land use needs over a 15 year period from 
the base date of the study. It is a technical study whose purpose is to discover 
if there are enough sites within the Borough that would be suitable, available 
and viably achievable to meet the housing targets for the next 15 years. It also 
provides an indication of any newly identified economic sites and those falling 
within other uses over the same period. 
 

1.2 Prior to 2016, the study was known as a Strategic Housing Land Availability 
Assessment (SHLAA), which did not include sites for uses other than housing, 
but has since been renamed as the SLAA to account for its comprehensive 
ability to assess a broad range of land uses. 
 

1.3 This SLAA looks at the housing supply situation in the Borough over a 15 year 
period from 31 March 2017. This is the base date of the study. 
 
 

Why do we need to prepare a SLAA? 
 

1.4 The need to undertake a SLAA is set out in paragraph 159 of the National 
Planning Framework (NPPF). Further elaboration on the need for SLAA and 
how to prepare them is contained in the National Planning Practice Guidance 
(PPG), published March 2014. 
 

 

What is the role of the SLAA? 
 

1.5 The primary role of the SLAA is to: 
 

 Identify sites and broad locations with potential for housing; 

 Assess their housing potential; and 

 Assess their suitability for development and the likelihood of them coming 

forward as housing sites (availability and achievability). 

 
 

Status of the assessed sites 
 

1.6 Although the SLAA is an important source of evidence to inform plan making, 
it does not make decisions about the future of sites. The SLAA provides 
background evidence on the potential availability of land for development. It is 
the development plan which will determine which of those sites in the SLAA 
are the most suitable to meet the Borough’s future needs. 
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1.7 Accordingly, the SLAA is a policy neutral document and inclusion of a site 

in it does not mean that it will necessarily be allocated in the 
Development Plan, or gain planning permission.  
 
 

What is the status of this SLAA? 

 

1.8 SLAAs are living documents as they can be updated at any time, when 
information changes significantly or a review of development plans is needed.  
  

1.9 In 2013, Surrey Heath was identified as forming part of the Hart, Rushmoor 
and Surrey Heath Housing Market Area (HMA). The NPPF requires Local 
Planning Authorities (LPAs) to demonstrate that there is a sufficient supply of 
land in order to deliver future new homes in their HMA. Paragraph 161 of the 
NPPF makes clear that LPAs should assess the supply of land available for 
economic development. The SLAA undertakes a comprehensive assessment 
of potential sites in the Borough of Surrey Heath, assessing their sufficiency 
and suitability to meet identified housing needs. The SLAA also identifies land 
for other uses in addition to housing, such as economic development. 

 
1.10 In terms of housing requirements, this SLAA provides analysis of land supply 

against the most recent objectively assessed housing needs (OAHN) in the 
HMA. A Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)2 was published in 
December 2014 and indicated a full OAHN requirement that was above the 
previous housing target of 191 dwellings per annum set out in the Surrey 
Heath 2012 adopted Core Strategy for the period 2011-2028. An update to 
the 2014 SHMA was published in November 2016, which indicated Surrey 
Heath’s most recently derived OAHN requirement to be 382 dwellings per 
annum. This SLAA therefore assesses housing land supply against the 
updated OAHN figure of 382 dwellings per annum, covering only the 15 year 
SLAA period. Accordingly, the delivery of 5,730 dwellings is required to meet 
the OAHN over the 15 year period. 
 
 

Report Format 

 

1.11 This SLAA has assessed sites in the light of the NPPF and PPG requirements 
and on a Local Area basis. The Surrey Heath Local Areas are: 
 

 

 Bagshot  Deepcut  Mytchett 

 Bisley  Frimley  West End 

 Camberley  Frimley Green  Windlesham 

 Chobham  Lightwater  

 
                                                           
2
 The 2014 SHMA demonstrates the objective assessed housing need for the Housing Market Area including 

Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath. The OAHN was updated in the 2016 SHMA. 
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1.12 Figure 1.1 identifies the location of these 11 Local Areas in the Borough. 
 

 
Figure 1.1: Local Areas in Surrey Heath 

 

 
 

1.13 The remainder of this report sets out the methodology used to prepare the 

Assessment (Chapter 2) and the findings of the Assessment (Chapter 3). The 

assessment presents the sites on an area basis. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 

2.1 The PPG sets out a recommended methodology to follow when preparing 
SLAAs. This process is summarised below in Figure 2.1. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: PPG SLAA preparation flowchart 
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2.2 This Assessment has been prepared using the detailed SLAA Methodology 
set out in Appendix 1 of this report. The methodology is based on the PPG 
and the processes summarised in Figure 2.1 above. 
 

2.3 The PPG advises that SLAA documents are prepared on a Housing Market 
Area basis. It is important to note that the 3 HMA authorities are at different 
stages in their plan making process and it is therefore not practical that a joint 
SLAA document is prepared for the entire HMA at this time. This does not 
however preclude the authorities producing a joint SLAA in the future. A 
methodology regarding the assessment/inclusion of sites has been agreed by 
the three authorities. By using a common methodology, it will be possible to 
assimilate readily the information from across the HMA and FEA, extending 
the picture of housing and economic land supply across the entire area, in line 
with the 'Duty to Co-operate'. 
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3. RESULTS 
 
 

3.1 The Surrey Heath SLAA Assessment was undertaken in spring/summer 2017 
and provides a picture of the housing supply situation at the base date of 31st 
March 2017. Sites identified for other land use types such as economic have 
also been included in the Assessment. It is based on the geographical area of 
Surrey Heath Borough with further detail provided for the 11 Local Areas 
within Surrey Heath as shown in Figure 1.1. Where considering sites for 
residential use, the assessment focusses on sites delivering 5 net new 
housing units or greater, in compliance with advice contained within the PPG. 
 

3.2 The sites have come from a variety of sources, including: 
 

 Formal Call for Sites;  

 Existing unimplemented allocations; 

 Planning application data; 

 Housing monitoring data; 

 Surveys; and  

 Engagement with public sector organisations. 
 

3.3 Sites providing less than 5 net new units have been classified as ‘Rejected’, 
as explained in the SLAA Methodology. These sites are treated as windfalls 
and have not been included in the Assessment. 
 

3.4 The remainder of this section presents the results of the Surrey Heath SLAA 
process in the form of the Core Outputs required by the PPG. 
 
 
PHASE 1 ASSESSMENT REVIEW 
 

3.5 This SLAA will help Surrey Heath Borough Council identify the borough’s 
supply of housing at the study’s base date which will assist in determination of 
whether the objectively assessed housing needs identified in the 2016 SHMA 
are likely to be met over a 15 year period. The results of the initial site 
assessments undertaken shall be referred to as ‘Phase 1’ of the assessment 
review. 
 

3.6 The NPPF expects LPAs to identify sites which have 5 or greater net new 
units and are considered to be available, suitable, achievable now and 
capable of being implemented within 0-5 years. These are called ‘Deliverable 
Sites’. LPAs are also expected to identify sites which have 5 or greater net 
new units and are considered to be in a suitable location with a reasonable 
prospect that the site is available and could be achievable within 6-15 years. 
These are called ‘Developable Sites’. 
 

3.7 At 382 dwellings per annum the housing requirement for Surrey Heath is 
1,910 net units over the 0-5 year period (Deliverable) and 3,820 net units over 
a 6-15 year period (Developable), totalling 5,730 net units over the entire 15 
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year period. It is important to note, that previous housing backlog3 must also 
be accounted for where determining a 5 year housing land supply. The 
Borough’s 5 year housing land supply is examined in detail in a separate 
report. 

 
 

Rejected sites 
 
3.8 A number of sites have been submitted to the Authority by landowners or 

developers in the last year which are not suitable for inclusion in the 
Borough’s site supply. This is usually because they are so small in size that 
they would be unable to accommodate 5 or more dwellings.  A record is kept 
of these sites in the All Sites list (Appendix 2) so that the Council’s decision 
making in relation to them is transparent. These sites will not appear in 
subsequent SLAAs unless they are re-submitted, or circumstances change in 
relation to their characteristics. 
 
 
Excluded sites 

 
3.9 Sites that were not considered to have potential for the suggested 

development types have been identified as Excluded sites. Criteria used to 

identify Excluded sites included the following major constraints: 

 

 Site lying wholly within a European Nature Conservation Site (SAC and 
SPA including the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area); 

 Site lying wholly within a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI); 

 Site lying wholly within the 400m buffer zone of the Thames Basin Heath 

Special Protection Area (unless it has specifically been promoted by the 

land-owner for a high dependency C2 Care Home or use other than C3 

residential); 

 Site lying wholly within Flood Zone 3b – functional flood plain; 

 Site lying wholly within the Public Safety Zone for Farnborough Airfield. 
 
3.10 Sites not wholly adversely impacted by the above constraints were assessed 

in detail. However, in some cases, there were other constraints that led to 
these sites being classified as Excluded. The detailed assessments with 
justifications for their exclusion are located in Appendix 2 of this document, 
alongside other assessed sites. 
 

3.11 The policy restrictions of development within the Green Belt are not, in all 
circumstances, definitive exclusion criteria for the purposes of the SLAA. 
However, sites in the Green Belt that are not considered to be previously 
developed or capable of meeting rural exception criteria will not be considered 
suitable. Consequently, this may still result in them being categorised as 
‘Excluded’. Where sites come forward that could qualify as a rural exception, 

                                                           
3
 The housing backlog in Surrey Heath should account for under provision from 2014 against 382 dwellings per 

annum 
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these will be considered suitable in Green Belt locations provided they are 
located adjacent to existing rural settlement boundaries. In these 
circumstances, agreement will be sought from the landowner for the site’s 
inclusion in the SLAA as a rural exception. 

 
 
Assessment of non-excluded sites 
 

3.12 The remaining sites were assessed in terms of their development capacity, 
when they are likely to come forward and their availability, suitability and 
achievability. From this assessment it was possible to identity ‘Deliverable’, 
‘Developable’ and ‘Not Currently Developable’ sites.  The Deliverable and 
Developable sites together form the core elements of the Borough’s site 
supply. All Deliverable and Developable sites have had their availability and 
indicative timescales confirmed during the 2017 Call for Sites. Where 
landowners have not confirmed a site’s availability, it has not been included in 
the SLAA supply. 
 

3.13 The SLAA provides a picture of future housing supply over the Deliverable 
and Developable periods. Upon completion of the Phase 1 site assessments, 
the sites identified would not meet the Councils’ objectively assessed housing 
need for 5,730 units over the 15 year SLAA period. This is demonstrated in 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 which together, total 4,165 net dwellings. The OAHN figure 
would still not be met following application of the Council’s windfall allowance. 

 
Table 3.1: Phase 1 Deliverable site supply  

Local Area Dwelling supply  
for yrs 0 - 5  
(Net new)  

Bagshot 80 

Bisley 136 

Camberley 498 

Chobham 94 

Deepcut 396 

Frimley 212 

Frimley Green 99 

Lightwater 0 

Mytchett 0 

West End 299 

Windlesham 167 

Total Borough  1,981 
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Table 3.2: Phase 1 Developable site supply  

Local Area Dwelling supply  
for yrs 6 - 15  
(Net new)  

Bagshot 145 

Bisley 32 

Camberley 510 

Chobham 208 

Deepcut 876 

Frimley 5 

Frimley Green 20 

Lightwater 0 

Mytchett 150 

West End 203 

Windlesham 35 

Total Borough  2,184 

 
 

3.14 In accordance with the SLAA Methodology - paragraph 5.10 Dealing with 
situations where there are insufficient sites to meet objectively assessed 
housing needs, and ‘Stage 4 – Assessment Review’ of the PPG (as 
demonstrated in Figure 2.1 – SLAA Preparation Flowchart at page 7), the 
housing sites considered in this SLAA have been reappraised. The 
reappraisal reassesses the capacity, developable area and phasing of all 
housing sites in order to ascertain whether objectively assessed needs can be 
met if these factors are adjusted. The results of the reappraisal shall be 
referred to as ‘Phase 2’ of the assessment review. Those sites that were 
classified as either Rejected or Excluded in line with the definitive criteria set 
out in paragraphs 3.8 to 3.11 have not been included in the Phase 2 
Assessment. 

 
 
All Housing Sites identified by the SLAA – Phase 2 Assessment 
 

3.15 A full list of all potential sites in Surrey Heath considered at Phase 2 of the 
2017 SLAA capable of delivering 5 net new units or greater, is set out in 
Appendix 2. This is the ‘All Sites’ List, which shows the sites for each of the 11 
Local Areas of Surrey Heath. The Local Areas are split into separate sections 
in Appendix 2, which are ordered alphabetically by local settlement name. The 
sites have been categorised by type – Deliverable, Developable and Not 
Currently Developable. Rejected sites, and those sites Excluded at Phase 1 
have also been included in the All Sites List in order to provide a fully 
comprehensive record of sites. An explanation of what the Deliverable, 
Developable and Not Currently Developable categories mean is provided later 
in this document, at Paragraphs 3.20 to 3.24. 
 

3.16 Detailed site assessments undertaken for all sites (except Rejected) can also 
be found in Appendix 2, contained within the relevant Local Area section. 
These include individual maps of the sites. 
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3.17 Map 1 on page 14 shows the location of the sites across the Borough 
determined at Phase 2 of the site assessments, as well as the Excluded sites. 
The sites are identifiable by their SLAA ID number, used throughout the study. 
More detailed plans of these sites (shown by their Local Area) are set out in 
Appendix 2. It should be noted that the maps identify 3 sub-categories for 
Deliverable sites. An explanation of these sub categories can be found in 
Paragraph 3.20. 
 

3.18 The Council has also identified a Broad Area for Growth as part of the SLAA 
process. This has been identified and treated separately from the sites and 
therefore it is not included in the ‘All Sites’ List. Broad Areas for Growth are 
instead listed in Appendix 4. 

 
3.19 The PPG allows for the inclusion of C2 uses in the SLAA. Appendix 3 

provides a list of all C2 developments included in this version of the SLAA. 
However, C2 use sites have not been counted as part of the Borough’s overall 
housing supply as they represent a different type of need. 
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PHASE 2 ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
Deliverable Housing Sites 
 

3.20 The NPPF requires Local Authorities to identify sites which have 5 or greater 
net new units and are considered to be available, suitable, achievable now 
and capable of being implemented within 0-5 years. Deliverable sites in 
Surrey Heath are comprised of the following sub-categories of sites: 

 

 Deliverable (u/c) 
Sites of 5+ units which have planning permission and the development is 
under construction; 

 Deliverable (unimp) 
Sites of 5+ units which have planning permission but construction has not 
commenced; 

 Deliverable (other) 
Sites which do not have planning permission but there is a reasonable 
degree of certainty that they will come forward within 5 years. This 
includes confirmation of their deliverability in the 0-5 year timescale from 
the relevant landowners, during the 2017 Call for Sites. 

  
Table 3.3 below, provides a summary of the Deliverable site supply, broken 
down by Local Area. Running the Phase 2 SLAA assessment resulted in an 
increase of 26 dwellings in the Deliverable supply from Phase 1. 
 
Table 3.3: Phase 2 Deliverable site supply  

Local Area Dwelling supply  
for yrs 0 - 5  
(Net new)  

Bagshot 80 

Bisley 136 

Camberley 608 

Chobham 94 

Deepcut 306 

Frimley 212 

Frimley Green 99 

Lightwater 0 

Mytchett 0 

West End 305 

Windlesham 167 

Total Borough  2,007 

 
 

Developable Housing Sites 
 

3.21 The NPPF requires Local Authorities to identify Developable sites as part of 
the assessment. These are sites which have 5 or greater net new units and 
are considered to be in a suitable location with a reasonable prospect that the 
site is available and could be achievable within 6 - 15 years. These sites have 
a lower degree of certainty attached to them and are not expected to come 
forward in the next 5 years. As such, they do not form part of the 5 year 
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supply. Notwithstanding the above, all Developable sites benefit from 
confirmation of their availability for development within the SLAA period from 
the relevant landowners, obtained during the 2017 Call for Sites. 
 

3.22 Running the Phase 2 SLAA assessment resulted in an increase in Surrey 
Heath’s Developable supply by 111 dwellings. This was principally as a result 
of the ability to increase the capacity at some of the sites located on PDL 
within settlement areas, in particular those close to Town, District, and Local 
Centres. No sites previously categorised as ‘Not Currently Developable’ at 
Phase 1 were considered to be achievable within the Developable period 
when reappraised at Phase 2 of the assessment. Therefore, no sites were 
moved from the >15 year period into the 6-15 year Developable supply. 
 

3.23 Table 3.4 provides a summary of the Developable site supply, broken down 
by Local Area. 
 
Table 3.4: Phase 2 Developable site supply  

Local Area Dwelling supply  
for yrs 6 - 15  
(Net new)  

Bagshot 165 

Bisley 32 

Camberley 474 

Chobham 208 

Deepcut 966 

Frimley 5 

Frimley Green 23 

Lightwater 0 

Mytchett 150 

West End 203 

Windlesham 69 

Total Borough  2,295 

 
 
Not Currently Developable sites 
 

3.24 The Borough has a number of sites which are not considered Developable at 
this point in time. The reasons for this are varied and could include one or 
more of the following limiting constraints: 
 

 Development would be contrary to current policy; 

 Site is not currently available; 

 Site is not suitable for residential development within the SLAA period due 
to technical conditions (eg. contamination); 

 Site is not viable to develop within the SLAA period. 
  

 
Economic and Other Non-Residential Sites 

 
3.25 Four sites were submitted to the Council as part of the Call for Sites exercise 

that did not indicate any suggested residential development. However, they 
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did indicate future economic or SANG uses. Following assessment in line with 
the SLAA Methodology, the sites were categorised within the appropriate 
timescales, accordingly. Table 3.5 below, provides a summary of non-
residential sites considered Deliverable or Developable. 

 
Table 3.5: Non-Residential Site Supply  

Site Name Local Area Employment Land Supply – 
Proposed gross floorspace 
(sqm) 

SLAA Category 

Camberley Sewage 
Works 

Camberley 10,500sqm B1c/B2/B8 Deliverable 
0-5 years 

Former DERA 
(west), Longcross 

Chobham Up to 28,000sqm covering 
B1a/B1c/B8 uses 

Developable  
6-10 years 

Total Employment Floorspace 38,500  

 

Local Area  SANG Land Supply – 
Proposed area (ha) 

SLAA Category 

Land at Pennyhill, 
Jenkins Hill, London 
Road 

Bagshot 7.38 Deliverable 
0-5 years 

Land at Swift Lane 2 Bagshot 8 Developable 
6-10 years 

Total SANG Land Supply 15.38  

 
 
Broad Locations for Growth 
 

3.26 The Borough is expected to identify broad locations for potential future 
housing growth. These areas are seen as having potential to deliver housing 
later on in the 15 year SLAA period. As most will have been identified via 
desk-top studies and community consultation events, the degree of certainty 
and detail that can be attached to them at this stage is limited. 

 
3.27 The Borough has identified one Broad Location for Growth which is recorded 

in Appendix 4. 
 

 
Windfalls 

 
3.28 The NPPF and PPG indicate that local authorities may make an allowance for 

windfall sites in their housing supply figures if they have compelling evidence 
that such sites have consistently become available in the local area and will 
continue to provide a reliable source of supply. The allowance is expected to 
be realistic having regard to the Strategic Land Availability Assessment, 
historic windfall delivery rates and expected future trends, and should not 
include residential gardens. 
 

3.29 The method for calculating Surrey Heath’s windfall allowance is set out in 
Annex A of the SLAA Methodology (Appendix 1). 
 

3.30 Three types of windfall sites have been identified for Surrey Heath: 
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 General windfall sites; 

 Small sites (<5 units) in the pipeline; 

 Prior notifications. 
 

3.31 The contribution of each of these windfall components to the housing supply 
is shown in Table 3.6. Together, they are expected to contribute 373 units 
over a 15 year period. The detailed justification for this figure is also contained 
within Appendix 5. 

 
Table 3.6: Windfall Allowance by Component 
Source No. dwellings 

(net new)  

Windfall allowance 155 

Windfalls – sites <5 units in pipeline4 130 

Windfalls – Prior notifications (PN) allowance 88 

TOTAL  373 

 
 
Developer Panel 

 
3.32 In accordance with the SLAA Methodology, a Developer Panel exercise was 

held following the draft publication of this SLAA. The exercise provided an 
opportunity for developers, those with land interests and local property agents 
to submit comments regarding the approach taken to site assessments in the 
2017 SLAA, assessments’ conformity with the SLAA Methodology, and the 
achievability of individual sites. Representations were received from 18 
separate originations. These were taken account of in producing the final 
version of this SLAA study. A record of this consultation has been produced 
following the SLAA Developer Panel, which is included in Appendix 6 of this 
document. 
 
 
Housing Trajectory 
 

3.33 The Borough’s total housing supply for the 15 year SLAA period to 2032 is set 
out below in Table 3.7. This includes the SLAA Deliverable and Developable 
sites as well as windfalls. The results demonstrate that following both the 
Phase 1 and subsequent Phase 2 assessment, there is an insufficient supply 
of housing sites to meet the OAHN. The total figure of 4,675 over the 15 year 
SLAA period falls 1,055 dwellings short of the required 5,730. Where backlog 
is accounted for over the preceding period from the base date of the SHMA 
(2014-2017), the deficit in supply is further increased to 1,483 dwellings. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                           
4
 Includes 50 units under construction and 80 units not implemented  
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Table 3.7: Phase 2 Assessment Total Housing Supply 
Local Area Dwelling supply  

yrs 0 - 5  
(Net new)  

Dwelling supply  
yrs 6 - 15  
(Net new)  

Dwelling Supply 
0-15 yr SLAA 
period (Net new) 

Bagshot 80 165 245 

Bisley 136 32 168 

Camberley 608 474 1072 

Chobham 94 208 302 

Deepcut 306 966 1272 

Frimley 212 5 217 

Frimley Green 99 23 122 

Lightwater 0 0 0 

Mytchett 0 150 150 

West End 305 203 508 

Windlesham 167 69 236 

Windfall Allowance 45 110 155 

Windfalls – sites 
<5 units in pipeline  

130 0 130 

Windfalls - PN 88 0 88 

Total Borough  2,270 2,405 4,675 

 
 

3.34 The phasing for the total housing supply is set out again in Table 3.8 along 
with an indication as to how it compares with the objectively assessed 
housing need requirements set out in the Hart Rushmoor and Surrey Heath 
SHMA 2016. This is demonstrated over three 5 year periods:         
 
Table 3.8: Total Supply by 5 year periods (inclusive of windfall allowance for each 5 
year period, as detailed in Appendix 5) 
Source Housing 

Supply 
(net new 
dwellings) 

Supply 
(net new 
dwellings 
previous 
backlog 
inclusive) 

Target 
(382 
dwellings 
x 5 
years) 
 

Housing 
supply 
surplus/deficit 

Supply 
surplus/deficit 
(inclusive of 
previous 
backlog) 

Years 0-5 
01/04/2017 
– 
31/03/2022 

2,2705 1,8426 1,910  360 -68 

Years 6 – 
10 
01/04/2022 
– 
31/03/2027 

1,742 1,742 1,910 -168 -168 

Years 11 – 
15 
01/04/2027 
– 
31/03/2032 

663 663 1,910 -1,247 -1,247 

TOTAL  4,675 4,247 5,730 -1,055 -1,483 

                                                           
5
 Figure doesn’t account for previous housing backlog 

6
 Figure accounts for previous backlog which at the SLAA base date was 428 dwellings over the period 2014-

2017. This will be demonstrated in a separate 5 Year Housing Land Supply Paper 
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3.35 This shows that the Council has insufficient sites to meet objectively assessed 
housing needs over a 15 year period from the SLAA base date. Although it 
would appear there are sufficient sites to meet housing needs in the 0-5 year 
period, it is considered that where the Council’s housing backlog is accounted 
for, it is unlikely that this will remain the case as indicated in table 3.8.7 

 
3.36 Based on the above figures from the Phase 2 Assessment, an indicative 

trajectory, Housing Trajectory A, has been prepared for the Borough for the 
period 2017-2032. This shows that, whilst delivery is likely to vary over the 15 
year period, overall, the Council does not have a residential site supply to 
meet objectively assessed needs from the SLAA base date of 31st March 
2017. 
 

 

 
3.37 A further indicative trajectory, Housing Trajectory B, has been prepared for 

the period 2014-2032, which takes account of previous backlog from 2014-
2017 against the figure of 382 dwellings per annum. This demonstrates an 
undersupply of 1,483 dwellings against 382, over the entire SHMA period 
(2014-2032). 
 

                                                           
7
 The Council’s detailed 5 year housing land supply situation will be published as a separate paper which can be 

updated independently of the SLAA 
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3.38 It is clear that following both the Phase 1 assessment and subsequent Phase 
2 reassessment of sites, the Council does not have sufficient housing sites to 
meet the required number of dwellings over the given period. Therefore, steps 
will need to be taken to address how the Council’s shortfall of housing sites 
will be planned for, including the need to work with HMA partners to deliver 
the required housing figure. 

 
 

Risk Assessment 
 

3.39 The housing trajectory shows insufficient housing sites to meet objectively 
assessed needs over the 15 year SLAA period. Notwithstanding this, it is 
important to consider whether there are any significant risk factors which 
could impact on delivery of the sites recorded. 
 
PRB, Deepcut 
 

3.40 The Borough has a single site which makes a significant contribution to the 
site supply.  This is the Princess Royal Barracks, Deepcut which provides for 
1,198 net new homes – around 25% of the total site supply.  The trajectory 
makes provision for the site to contribute to completions from 2018 through to 
2032. If the PRB were to not come forward as expected this would have an 
impact on the housing trajectory. 
 

3.41 The Deepcut SPD phasing timetable suggested commencement of the 
development would be in 2016. Although the site now has the benefit of an 
outline permission with some matters reserved, it is now considered most 
likely that residential development will commence in 2018. Both Housing 
Trajectory A and B, as well as the phasing of PRB in the SLAA have been 
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adjusted to account for this accordingly. It is therefore considered that the 
housing trajectory is not at serious risk from PRB failing to come forward as 
anticipated. 
 

SANG 

 

3.42 A further matter that has the potential to affect delivery rates is the availability 
of SANG, to avoid adverse impacts of new housing development on the 
Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area. 
 

3.43 The Borough has previously had periods where it has not been able to deliver 
new housing due to the lack of SANG capacity. There currently is no SANG 
capacity for developments over 9 net new units in some of the central areas of 
the Borough including Bagshot, and parts of Lightwater and Windlesham. For 
sites of 9 units and over, only those able to deliver their own SANG can 
currently come forward in these localities. This has been taken account of in 
the SLAA assessments, whereby Deliverable sites without permission in the 
affected areas have been capped at 9 net new units. Deliverable (0-5 year) 
sites in excess of 9 new units, but with Prior Approval have been phased in 
the Developable (6-15 year) period, where it is considered more reasonable 
that the Council will be able to identify and implement new SANGs coverage 
for the area. 
 

3.44 Overall, it is anticipated that the availability of SANG will not act as a 
significant risk factor at this stage. This is further re-enforced by the fact that a 
number of the SLAA sites have been submitted with their own SANG. By their 
nature these tend to be larger sites with the potential to mitigate for a 
significant number of units. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The Assessment has shown that: 
 

 Overall there is an insufficient supply of identifiable housing land to meet 
objectively assessed needs over the 15 year period from the SLAA base 
date of 31st March 2017 (2017-2032); 
 

 Initially, there appears to be a modest surplus of housing supply over the 
first 5 years of the 15 year period. However, with backlog from the SHMA 
base date of 2014 taken into account, it is not considered that the Borough 
will have a 5 year supply of housing sites; 

 

 The Borough has a land supply for 4,675 potential new residential units.  
This is less than the objectively assessed need of 5,730 units over the 15 
year period up to 2032; 
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 In addition to the extant permissions for employment land identified in the 
2016 Joint Employment Land Review for Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey 
Heath, the Borough has a further economic land supply of 38,500 sqm 
over the next 15 years up to 2032. This is provided for by 2 individual 
employment sites identified through the SLAA; 

 

 A land supply of 15.38ha for use as SANG over the next 15 years has 
been identified through 2 sites indicated solely for this land use through 
the SLAA. The Council will continue to seek further opportunities for future 
SANG in the Borough; 

 

 The phasing of the PRB site in Deepcut and ongoing SANG capacity are 
identified as potential risk factors to the site delivery supply. 


